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Enhancement!
Learning !
Technologies!
Ubiquitous Interaction, Sensors!
Seamless Learning Design!
Learning Networks, MOOCs!
Reflection !Awareness! Curiosity! ... ! Knowledge!
BigData, and Learning Analytics!
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T E L I  R E S E A R C H  A T  W E L T E N  I N S T I T U T E
– M A R C  W E I S E R
“The most profound technologies are those that 
disappear. They weave themselves into the fabric 
of everyday life until they are indistinguishable 
from it.” 
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# 1  I N S T R U C T I O N A L  D E S I G N  
A N D  G A M E  D E S I G N  P A T T E R N S

Best 
practice 
analysis, 
with simple 
metaphors
http://www.learningdesigns.uow.edu.au/project/index.htm
Templates for Educators
PLEs and Widget-Based Learning Activities
# 2  G A M E  D E S I G N  
P A T T E R N S
how can we 
use powerful 
game 
patterns in 
designing 
educational 
artefacts ?
Mapping game patterns onto 
pedagogical design patterns
Reflection Amplifiers
14!context indicators ...!
15!Learning Activities and Badges!
16!badge design for effect!
# 2  G A M I F I C A T I O N  I N  
S E A M L E S S  L E A R N I N G
Mister X UbiLearn Game
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Coupled Games are a powerful 
concept …
Physical Learning Activities 
Connected in a Mobile Learning 
script on a phone …
23!
attention-aware displays ...!
•  raise and retain attention significantly 
better.
•  lead not to higher cognitive load but to a 
significant higher knowledge gain.
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•  Game Design Patterns have powerful effects on 
motivation, engagement, learning outcomes, and 
secondary variables
•  Multiple Design Options: you need to adapt the 
implementation of a pattern to your context but can 
integrate them in Standard Learning Facilities
•  Specific Patterns support specific phases in learning and 
instructional process in principle they are always “help 
to get you started”.
